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mswejll bmli

perance Union of Delaware,' are sucPITTSBORG CITY FATHERS
ARRESTED FOR GRAFTING cessful, the giant 20,000 ton battle
Pittsburg. Pa., Dec. 22. Following ship Delaware, which is to be launchthe sensational arrests here last niyh! ed here February 5th, will be christof seven councilmen and two barkers ened. The battleship Kentucky w&a
on the charge of alleged corruption in the only vessel of her class ever, beconducting the public affairs of the fore christened with water an I sbe
cny.'it Is intimated today 'aai even had hundreds of bottles of whiskey
more startling deveopm3:us will broken against her hull by Kentuck
transpire here today or tomorrow. The ians. when she slid down tha ways
suddenness of the arrests occasioned into tiis water.
general surprise. According' to the
OUR SPECIAL WINbest Information possible,' the munici- REMEMBER
DOW.
pal scandals at San Francis-?')- , will be
SALE WILL TAKE PLACE EVInsignificant compared to Jhe alleged
grafting here. The information ag- ERY MORNING AT 9 O'CLOCK UNainst the seven conncilmen charges TIL XMAS. IF YOU WANT TO SAVE
conspiracy, with the corrupt solicita MONEY BE THERE.
tion and bribery. The following men ! PECOS VALLEY DRUG COMPANY
are accused: Councilmen William
Brand, John F. Klein, J. C. Wasson. ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP
DIED TODAY IN VERMONT
I. O. Atkinson, Jacob Soffel, W. 11.
Melaney and Hugh Ferguson; Former
New York, Dec. 22. The Right Rev
President W. W. Ramsey and foratw John Steven Midland, Bishop of he
Roman Catholic diocese of Burling
Cashier A. A. Wilsackon of the
National Bank. All the defend ton, Vermont, died at St. Vincent's
ants were released on bail of from $14 hospital today of Blight's disease.
000 to $30,000 each and aggregating
a total of $178,000.
Choice Cut Flowers for Xmas.
Carnations, paper white Narcissus,
WHITE WINTER
PEARMAINS Violets, and pot plants, also holly and
from the mountains, extra fine. At Che ropelng and fancy ferns. Alameda
61t3
Roswell Seed Co.
51t3 Greenhouse.
Cer-mani- a

The Kapsas City Stock Market.
Kansas City, Dec. 22. Cattle receipts 6,000; market steady. Southe-steers 3.?56.50; southern cows 3.00
5.00; stockers and feeders 3.56?
5.25; hulls 2.254.25; calves 4.003
7.25; western steers 3.505.60;; west
ern cows 2.604.50.
Hog receipts 1C.000; market steady
to strong. Bulk of sales 5.155.G5;
heavy 5.605.75; packers and butchers 5.305.65; light 5.005.40; pigs
n

ELBERT HUBBARD INJURED
BY A FALLING TREE.
New York, Dec. 22. A special to
the. Times, from Buffalo, says a fall-

ing tree seriously injured Elbert Hubbard, the author and lecturer, In the
woods near his colony at East Aurora
yesterday, while assisting some workmen. He miscalculated the distance
the tree would fall and was caught by
it and crushed.

EARTHQUAKE

SHOCKS
AT A NEVADA CITY.
Virginia City, Nevada, Dae. 22.
Six earthquake shocks within twenty
four hours have thrown the people
of this city almost into a state of terror. The ground in. some places open
ed a space three inches and at Crater
Lake, six miles frof here, the scene
of an extinct volcano, the ground op
ened a foot and a half.
ALL GUESSING
ON
OUR SPECIAL. WINDOW
SALES, EVERY ONE WHO HAS
BEEN FORTUNATE ENOUGH
TO
GET xONE OF THE BARGAINS ARE
DELIGHTED.
m
PECOS VALLEY URUG CO.

appropriately decorated for the occasion. Improvements have been put in
this winter which" make it possible
to warm the skating rink; although
this was never possible in cold weather hefore. A large number of the fore
most ladies of Roswell, selected from
the membership of the Associated
Charities and the Elk Lodge, on ac
count of their reputation as entertainers have been named as patronesses
of the occasion, and, given under their
direction, the ball will be of a kind
and quality to suit the most particular. The tickets will be out in a few
days and it is expected that there
will be a ready sale for them. Many
will buy who do nol intend to go, on
account of the cause for which the

VENEZUELA CONTINUES IN
A STATE OF UNREST.
Willemstadt, . Ouracao, Dtic.

still without

Is

direct

news farom Venezuela, but reports
brought here today by the steamer
Seulia, indicate that the political outbreak of last week against President
Castro, has been followed by other
developments showing the continued
unrest of the country, it is said that
Ca-bell- o

49t3.

Walter P. Turner arrived last night
FOOTBALL GAME TO BE
Antonio, Texas,- - to spend
PLAYED XMAS MORNING from San
with
Christmas
his family, who have
managers
of the
i The plans of the
to
Roswell.
Mr. Turner will
moved
N. M. M. I. and town foot ball teams
have been changed to the extent that iater make his home In this city.
Mr. and Mrs." Jaffa' Miller nave re
the big Christmas game will be played In the morning, beginning at tea turned from a month's stay at the Jim
o'clock, instead of the afternoon, a 3 Miller ranches.
previously announced. Both teams are
Nice fresh Country Eggs for the
practicing daily, the Institute boys
Cooking at the Watson-Fin-le-y
Christmas
devoting all the time they can find to
53t2
Grocery
Co.
the game and the town boys every
night in some large, well lighted place
Artistic Piano Tuning.
for the practice of signals and moveAction regulating and voicing; The
ments. The cadets won the first game
by a close margin and the town boys 'charges reasonable. Satisfaction guar
expect to play even better on Christ- anteed, references furnished. F. M.
Denton, 401 West College Boulevard.
mas morning.
-

o

:.

.

the political prisoners at Puero
have 'been set at liberty and several partisans of Castro Imprisoned.
It is further rumored that two Venezuelan delegates left Caracas for Willemstadt to open negotiations with the
Colonial Government, looking to arrangement of the existing difficulties.

ball Is given.
"ARISTOS" FLOUR IS THE BEST.
Nice fresh Country Eggs for the
Nice fresh Country Eggs for the
IT CONTAINS 25 PER CENT MINNEOhristmas
Cooking at the Watson-Fin- Watson-Fin-leChristmas Cooking at the
SOTA WHEAT.
SHEPHERD & CO
ley Grocery Co. "
53t2
Grocery
53t2
Co.
.
CALL ON US FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CANDIES, NUTS,
ORANGES.
T. C. MARKET.
Concert and Cake Walk.

There will be a grand concert and
cake walk, on Friday evening, Dec.
25th, conducted by experienced stage
workers. Come one and all. White peo
ple especially invited to see the Old
Plantation play. Buck and wing dancing, funny jokes and rag time songs,
the latest of the season. Across from
Grand Central Hotel. For Julia Moore.
Stage manager Bessie Smith. After
the concert and cake walk, turkey,
chicken, ham, salads and cake of all
kinds free to the guests.
It

The Quality

THE MORRISON BROS.' STORE.

se

J

AXASQ6IERADE
I invite you to attend the

MASQUERADE DANCE

53t2

STORE OPEN TONIGHT

edly the foremost of living American
scenic painters, will be ready for de
livery Jan.
and we will take pleas
ure In registering you for one (this
applies to heads of families only) if
you
call at our office between
Dec. 22 and Jan. 2d., Inclusive and
leave your name and address. (Those
desiring extra copies may have them
at 50c. each.) ;
Mr. Moran has been highly honored
by the United States government,
two of his great canvasses of West
ern scenes having been purchased by
special act of Congress to hang in the
National Capitol at Washington. As
the artist has advanced in years his
4-t-

We will remain open nights, until
Christmas, as long as is necessary
in order to give those who are not
able to come during the day an
equal opportunity to select their
Christmas Gifts.

orrison Bros. & Co.

Place your orders

'HI

pictures have steadily increased In
price, until his least effort is now
worth a reat deal of money and finds
ready sale at large figures.
We have found this manner of dis
tribution desirable, as they are too
expensive to risk their loss or breakage In the mail or to be given out pro
misdHously.

..Miss Nelson to Give Concert.
Miss Eva Nelson arrived home Sat"
urday night from Dallas, where sh
has been attending the Landon Conservatory,- devoting her time to tne
study of the violin and voice culture.
She plans to remain in Roswell two
weeks and give a concert during her
stay. The date of the "event is Tuesday, December 29. Other particulars
will be announced later.
.

Eye, ear, nose
DR. PRESLEY:
and throat. Glasses fitted; 'phone 130.

If you want one of those beautiful

John C. Peck, county assessor until
the first of the month, returned last
night from a six weeks' business trip
to South Carolina arid Georgia. He
took time from his business duties to

'

'

'

Elks Tuesday Night.
Regular meeting

EADQU ARGERS

Roswell Lodge
No. 969, B. P. O.

if

FOR

nlejt.

'

Ccn you think of Anything flore Appreciative
T!:-- n
a Nice Czx cf Kipling's Csndies?
r

,

-

-

f -

r

Tuesday

Elks,

22.
Dee.
promptly .a
7:30.
busin
Ballot and

',

-

ess of Importance.
..

!

n

Hobos. E--

RJtt

.

THE
'ARISTOS' FLOUR DOES
ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR
WORK.
WHO IS USING IT.
. CO
SHEPHERD
493L
CHARITY CALL TO EE

-

t-

-

-

--

.sit
"

-
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WE WANT YOUR

dece:.--:i- a

-e

"

HATS

53tf.

Roswell Gas Co.

FANCY CHOCOLATES FOR
T. C. MARKET.

SHIRTS
NIGHT ROBES
BATH ROBES
MUFFLERS

I

HOSIERY

XMAS

UNDERWEAR
HANDKERCHIEFS
FANCY VESTS

CHRIS-MA-

S

5

215 North MaB

BROKERS

Son

NOTARY, CONVEYANCING
EXPERT ACCOUNTANTS
CITY REALTY, LOANS
LABOR AGENCY, BUREAU
OF INFORMATION.
HARD COLLECTION'S A
.SPECIALTY.

Ask Parsons

c::t

r-rn-

the

ESE

Copyright 1906
The House of KuppenheSoMt
Chicago

GIF 5 S

MEN WANT AND
APPRECIATE.

lie Knows

C. A. Sipple and Fred A. Tener, oi
Artesia, transacted business here yes-

terday.:

Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Hodges and
family returned last night from a visWE HAVE THE LARGEST AND it ait Gonzales, Fort Worth, nnd other
FINEST LINE OF HAND PAINTED Texas cities.
CHINA AND CUT GLASS IN THE
Ed Mundy came down from his
VALLEY. WE HAVE IN SOLID
GOLD
FILLED WATCHES ranch at Hernandez Lak3 last night.
AND
Monday was the "biggest day' hi
BROOCHES, CUFF LINKS. SCARF
PINS, BRACELETS, CHARMS. NECK the history of the Roswell post office,
more mail having been received and
CHAINS AND. RINGS.
DIAMOND BROOCHES. DIAMOND sent out on that day than on any one
ALL day since the office was opened.
SIZES AND
RINGS ALL
PRICES.
PLENTY OF FAT HENS FOR
TOILET CASES.
XMAS. T. C. MARKET.
We want your Christmas trade. We
are nreklng fresh this week for the
Christinas trade, all sorts of fine candies. Trices from 15ots. per pound, tip.
fresli and pure. Norf
Luff's C-- "'-,
crr

M

:

ARE THE KIND OF

fiOSWEL,lVJ.Z
Our Guarantee Always Gcc3.y

BUSINESS

thi hty.
lis I i
cf tie I" ' C "y c:lv:sva.e.
.:::
.n:s('7:i.'
fLel
(
Cf

on

... ay December Z.,

SUSPENDERS

W. W. Davis and F. E. Cook, of
Amarillo, are business visitors in the
city.

Parson

JOE SORIAN.

NfcCKWEAR
COLLARS AND CUFFS
GLOVES

53tf

53t2

.

Phones 65 and 44.

-

Co'3. Cal-

o

office.

'

XMAS THINGS FOR WU

The Woman's Exchange will be open all day at Shepherd & Co. on Thursday, the 24th. Everything good to eat.
.

'

,

CO- -

Dont fail to read the Gas
endar letter in this issue.

"

Art Calendars, don't fail to register
E. C. Burns and brother, of Artesia
your name at the Gas Co's Offices, tf were guests at The Gilkeson

GROW IN BUSINESS BY DESERV
ING TO GROW." With compliments of ARISTOS MAKES ANYTHING.
the season, we are,
WHEN YOU USE ARISOS FLOUR
... Yours very truly.
. ..
YOU USE THE VERY BEST.
SHEPHERD & CO
ROSWELL GAS COMPANY "49t3.

CnniSTHAS CANDIES

tators,

We have a Christmas gift for all
Pete Beal, of Portales, is a guest at
household wives who will call at our
the Grand Central.

In thanking you for your patronage attend the great automobilj races at
and friendship, may we express the Savannah, Ga.
hope that. you will continue to let ns
Charles T. Sims came down from
serve you? Your business will receive
last night for a business visit.
our best attention OUR AIM IT TO

KIPLING'S

I assure you that the good management mentioned by Mr. Maxwell, manager of the rink, will
be in full force for this occasion.
Mask, come and have a good time.
$1.00 will be charged per couple. 10q for spec-

Groceirs-- -

SMEPMEKP &

As late as you make it necessary.

to be given at the Auditorium Rink,
Thursday Night, Dec., 24th.

We are in Line for Christmaswith us for any thing you may want in Fresh Vegis Complete
etables, Fruits- - Nuts, etc- - Our Stock
in Everything. Call us up. Phones 444-1- 12.

THE MORRISON BROS.' STORE

253

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., U'DER NO the Birmingham Ledger and other
Southern papers are of such a nature
LICENSE.
The Birmingham (Ala.) Ledger in a that even "they who run may read.
recent statement gives some interestYou could not make a nicer presing facts in connection with the ef- i feet of prohibition
in that large man ent to any body than a book of poems
ufacturing center of tbe Southland. or one of the classics. We have them
The statement shows that the voting In all style bindings. Come early and
out of the 120 saloons in Birmingham often. Ingersoll Book--, Stationery
has not killed business. While the Art. Co.
52t4
revenue received from the saloon formerly was $117,000, which was lost I Thnio .nnj.
T
u aliu
when the saloons were abolished, a for the children. See us for your Xmaa
large saving by the city of money, the candles.
61tf
expenditure of which the presence of
the saloon made necessary, has equalized matters, so that no increase in
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU. "
taxation upon real and personal prop- (Local Report. Observation Taken ct
erty in the city has been caused by the 6:00 a. m)
regime.
Roswell, N. M, Dec. 21. Temperature, Max. 49;;MIn. 18; Mean 34. PreThe decrease in crime since
bition went into effect is 45 per cent cipitation 0. Wind 3 miles N .W. The
The decrease in the number of homi- weather clear. "
cides 'arid assaults to kill is 75 Der ' Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity.
cent. ' The decrease in the number of
Fair tonight and Wednesday. Stadrunks in the city has been 70 per tionary temperature.
cent, while the increase in the number
Comparative Temperature 'Data.
of arrests, notwithstanding the enExtremes this date last year: Max
largement of the city, has been 40 per 52; Min. 29.
cent. These and other facts which
Extremes this date 14 years' recare from time to time published by ord: Max. 72, 19011 Min. 11. 1897.

Elmer uenmng came in last nlgiit
Beautiful Calendars.
Still a big assortment of the $1.50 from Fort Worth, where he has been
We take this means of advising
quite sick. He has been al Dallas
WHITE WINTER
PEARMAINS ous customers that our Beautiful Art popular copyrights, our price 65c.
4.004.90.
four months attending school.
& Art .Co
Stationery
Book,
Ingersoll
Falls,
Calendars,
"Cascade
entitled
from
the mountains, extra fine. At the
Sheep receipts 5,000; market strong
52t4.
v
by
col
51t3 Yosemite Valley," reproduced
Muttons 4.005.00; lambs 5.00(9)7.25; Roswell Seed Co.
City, is
J. W. Bennett, of
o
or photography from an original painrange wethers 5.005.75; fed ewes
looking
interests.
business
after
here
Record.
legal
at
blanks
Correct
Moran,
undoubtwho
by
ting
Thos.
is
Bibles and Testaments, from the
5.75 6.30.
smallest pocket edition to the large
type for Grandma. Ingersoll Book,
WHITE WINTER
3LT
PEARMAINS Stationery & Art Co.
52t4
from the mountains, extra fine. At the
Roswell Seed Co.
61t3
The little ones should have a. nice
picture A. B. C. book to amuse, enWOULD CHRISTEN WARSHIP
tertain and educate them. Ingersoll
FOR UNCLE SAM WITH WATER Book, Stationary & Art Co.
5214
Newport News, Va., Dee. 22. If the
- -plans of the Worn an s Christian Te-n- Boellner, the Jeweler. Has It cheaper

M

t;u:;zz?,
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i

Ullcry Furniture Cr3
Undertakers end Ccr.bi:!rr

ILL

spirit which makes the world vibrate
with joy and lifts the giver above the
humdrum, sordid grind of the ordin
IN
CZCCRATIC
POLITICS.
ary day. It is a day of doing for others, and In so doing gladdening our
.Baalnaee Manager own hearts and making us better men
i A. HOKKTT- Ed Iter and women for having experienced
another Christmas. Let us give, get
Kaaml tax It, IMS.
BaaaH.H. IC. aaaar ttAw of Coagn of Mara 8, 1879 and Be merry.

DAILY RECORD

tht

Miss Mable Ballard returned last riage a week ago last Sunday
gellan; and, if the ships should round
South America they would, one by night from Sherman, Texas, waere to Miss E. S. McClelland, of near Alan
one, arrive .with machineries loose she has been attending
Col- Reed, has been mentioned in t.ie
and unserviceable, and with crews re- lege. She is home for the holidays.
flecting the condition of tbe material.
D. F. Denton, superintendent of the
The facta are,';: Secretary Metcalf .We have several thousand lollars
says, that the ships ..maintained sched- worth of ten per cent paper for sale, Country Club, left this morning, ac-- '
ule time, and have, practically taken that is
companied by his, family, for Say re,
Woodruff &
care of their 'own' repairs on .this
aZti Oklahoma, for a visit of two weeks
cruise." The" repairs list sent in at the
with relatives and friends.
Quaker Quartette Drew Crowd.
just .. Don't fall to see the Roswell Gas
, TCnU3 OF SUBSCRIPT ON.
naval station.
P.
A large crowd heard the Quaker
been received, . and are significant. Cos show window.
TURKEY ROASTERS-PR- ISE ENTER- ..
16o
63tf
7, Xv TTaak . .........
They show that after the voyage to
M. IB.
80o Quartette at the Southern
HARDWARE CO.
Uanth.. ......
the distant borders, ot . the. Pacific, the -- Drs. R. V. Bradley and H. A. Ingalls
. . . 60c church Saturday night and consider
Tm Zlantlt. (la Adraoea)
Earl and Lester Bayless left this
95.00 ing the fact that one of the members eral blacksmithing. ;Tire setting to, a needed repairs are negligible, ... The have by mutual agreement dissolved
OClj, Om Yaa (In AdraBoe)....
had such a cold he could not sing, the specialty and new transfer wagons performance of the Oregon in 1898 their partnership. Both will continue morning for their future home in Clogave general satisfac are built to order at the
has, it Beems, been substantially re- to make their offices in
shortest pos- peated.
tbe same place vis. IB r. Bayless and wife win leave
DAHT XXGXPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO entertainment
program was sible notice, in this department
,,
.
tion. By request the
,
tomorrow, having shipped their house-holcar '
as
before.
This cruise, as yet hardly half over,
made up largely of simple harmonies, riage repairing i is a special feature,
goods today. Mr. Bayless has
ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
UEUDER
the kind that are really enjoyed by Mr. Russell is Imbued with the hust- he declares has given us an opportunout his interests here and inclosed
Evefy
body
Crazy"
is
about
"Kinder
the average person, and for this rea ling spirit and will immediately add ity' to get better acquainted with the our
tends to make his home in Clovis.
goods.
on
A
leather
large
stock
Republics
us,
to'
the
of
our
south
grudge
with
cause of a
at some one else. son, probably, the concert pleased un- to his rapidly growing business two
ANNOUNCTMENT8.
Wa are authorised ' to announce
well. Members of the quar-tet- new departments. A, new. building own' island possessions, with the new hand all the time. We are somewhat
Read This
The criticism of relatives of the usually
sang for the Southern M. B. 25 x 50 Is being erected east of his and vigorous braneh of the British rushed with orders but have a large
Would you like to make your wife
President-elec- t
the
anything'
President
and
of
at
work
force
and
will
Empire
make
Australia,"
particularly
in
and
"of
the
shop and will be used as a paint shop
Sunday.
aa'a einfflitoti Cor Jostloo
a nice Xmas present? Then buy this
ev- church services
with Japan; and has given to those you wish promptly and carefully.
Peaoa tor fredaat No. 1. subject to United States cannot be construed,
and it will' be the most
lot at a bargain. Lot has South-eacrim
Into
Roosevelt,
en
by
Theodore
Book,
Ingersoll
get
Stationery
and
opportunity
to
countries
a
Art
better
expressed
at
tha wCI of tt voter as
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Harned and place of this kind that has ever been
Interest in artesian well,
inal libel of the government of the Mrs. J. A. Clem arrived this morning conducted In the Southwest.
63bf front,
the poms.
His part acquainted with us. It has been every- Co.
splendid location and at a very low
accepted,
as
United States.
where
understood
and
Cooper.
ner
L.
this
E.
in
business is
from Dexter for a visit with relatives
J. I. Hinkle, N. S. West and Perry figure. Roswell Title & Trust Co. tf
who is one of the best known painters it was intended, as the reaching out
The Record understands mat a pub and friends.
strong
'
of
friendly
IaxAum XHUs would make a good
greeting
a
hand
in
Wagnon,
of Hagerman, were here G. W. Hall, the engineer for the
;
in Roswell.
;.
W. A. Phillips left this morning for
lic meeting of the citizens of Roswell
on the part of America,' and the cor- Sunday on their way to Torrance via
Justice at Mtm peace.
Between this building and the maBrescott Steam Pump Co., who has
will be called for the purpose of nom- Amarillo to meet his daughter, who
dial hospitalities extended to our fleet
auto route, and points south on been
Snao-ahconTentiona are seldom inating a candidate for justice of the has been attending the Texas Indus- chine shops is a space 60 x 100 which will be long remembered, and have the
here two months superintending
the Rock Island.
will be used for the new department
the
erection
of the pumping plant of
. expressive of the will of the people. peace, in opposition to the action of trial Art School at Denton for the past
powerfully
feeling
in this
of agricultural implements and wag- country. , influenced
the Roswell water works, left this
Saturday.
years
coming
last
is
convention
of
fwo
home
and
the
United
tbe
for
the
Between;
States
WAGONS.-PRIa
ENTEREXPRESS
New HezloowUl not receive
ons. Two cars are on the way now
morning for his home in Milwaukee,
every country visited there is a
HARDWARE CO.
Christmas cift from Congress this After all it seems that Roswell holidays.
from Racine,: Wisconsin with the fa- and
Wis.,
having completed his labor.
feeling
deeper
friendof
interest and
Have your Xmas and New Years mous Racine Wagons, Plows, the Ra- ship
Tear.
will have. to get busy and put the
sail-efleet
existed
before
the
than
C. C. TannehHl returned via the aucards made to order on our undress- cine "Goodenpugh" buggies
Wood
WAGONS.
EXPRESS
ENTER- r.
;
And even Carnegie could see the saloons out of business. A strong ef- ed kid leather. All orders promptly and Iron. Wheel Trucks. Inand
new
to route yesterday from a ten days' PRISE HARDWARE CO.
this
coming
to
tbe
have
be
will
confort
made
Passing
recent
to
certain.
criticisms
humor In the Inquiry Into tariff
legislature pass a local option bill, and carefully executed. Ingersoll department purchasers can be saved of the new and laraer battleshiDS trip through western Texas In the inditions.
;r- iMr. and Mrs. Fred Biggins and son
per cent as the goods are now. building,
of the hay business- of the Rosand one of the first elections under it Book, Stationery & Art Co. "(Annex.) at least 35
the Secretary says thai terest
Willie, went to Clovis this morning
62tf. sent direct here in large shipments.
well Trading Company.
he knows will take place in Roswell.
U Teddy "really" told
openconference,
convened
and
to attend the Christmas
A secret of the business success of at the
of.
o
about Congress ha could make things
ed by the President, at Newport, the
Brewer's Success in the East.
money
the Rainbolt family at the home of
to
Mr.
Russell
on
refund
M.
auto
R.
returned
the
Parsons
will
world
Intarestlns.
For the 1908th time the
design of these
general
M. A. Brewer returned last night
matter
of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Davenport. Mrs.
yesterday from a six days' trip to
soon celebrate Christmas, "Peace in from Boston, Mass., where he went in any case that the customer was. not ships was approved, after
e
United
W.
thoroughly
purchase
W. Thompson, a daughter of that
satisfied
with
his
gone
Alamogordo,
and
having
TL
to
Aside
from
Will
Good
Earth,
men."
assem
by
days' consideration,
this
family,
or
done. Mr. Russell says blage.
States is not Theodore Roosevelt, even i its religious slgnlflcence, Christmas 13 to get posted as to the proper stage
work
the
arrived at Clovis last night,
on
brokerage
business.
Masonic
and
of the. best authorities avail
setting and other details of the great
though Theodore may think so.
o
day of the calen- production, "George V. Evans' Hund- that he Intends to make his business able In the Navy, consisting of about
the great
Land scrip is scarce, only a few
biggest
Pecos
kind
'the
of
the
in
the
Drought,
Miss
Lola
York
of
New
The Albuquerque Citizen Is develop- dar. If It were possible to estimate red Honey Boys," which he will put Valley and Intends to keep up with the sixty officers, all but seven .of whom
thousand acres left, and the price is
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JT. B. RV&ZZLL NOW.
Buys Oat Interest of . J. Hoekstat-te- r.
Two New Departments Will
' Be Added at Once.
J. B. Russell of J. B, Russell and
Company of 203 E. Second ; Street,
BlacksmJ thing and Machine Shops has
bought out his partner E. J. Hocks tatter and Mr. .Russell now personally
owns and controls the establishment.
With the many workmen It is Indeed
one of the busiest places In the city.
All classes of heavy work are well
done and everything In the line of gen
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OUR STORE IS THE PLACE TO BUY

WE HAVE THE

THE PRICE

AND

SELECTION

YC3DCTLY CAfSlKl
Two cars new Xmas Furniture just being opened and displayed
price---Th- is
Special sale of odd Chairs and Rockers at just one-ha- lf

WEfHAVE
' . . v::jl dolls for only
:

j j tool chest,

complete,

cni rccliers, only. . . .

only... ........

lckase... ...........

$0.75
.... .65
.10
... .03

ii

'

f ,L-

-

fir.

at BARGAIN PRICES.
is the way we bought' them.

.

TOYS ALSO
.10
.10

Child's set hoe rake and spade, per set.
Bow and arrow guns, only.
A large toy piano, forbnly
Large arrow guns, each.
Music boxes, each.

1.50

l
.68

A pair of good roller skates for only
Assorted colors fancy purses. . .
Checker boards complete, only
Large school slates, each only . .

.

.65
.05
.15
.15

.Iv7are department we have many useful and nice Xmas presents at half the usual price. We are especially strong on
cutlery arid other leading brands.
cur Diamond edge guaranteed tools, table ahd; pocket cutlery.
I-X-

-L

was easily corrupted in English into
OKIGIJf OF CHRISTMAS BITES.
As a rule we celebrate festivities Santa Claus. The Dutch form of the

without stopping to think or Inquire
what their real significance Is; we
observe the customs handed down to
us from our parents, and take them as
a matter of course. It is always inter
esting, however, to investigate the
causes that lie underneath establish
ed institutions, for we can take much
more satisfaction in something we un
derstand than in something we do not,
j
Now. what is Christmas? The birth
I day of Jesus Christ, you will reply.
not strictly, nowever, for the actual
date of his birth is unknown. It could
scarcely have been December 25, for
at that season it is rainy in the Holy
Land, and the shepherds would hardly
have been out at night with' their
flocks,
Bible says they were
at the time of the nativity. The early
Christians were not at all agreed as
to the date, and some of them observed Christ's birthday in April, oth
era in Mayand others in January. It
took some centuries for Christians
to settle on December 25 as Christmas.
But what do you mean when you
decorate your homes and churches
with holly, pine, hemlock,, and other
green things? What do you mean by
your present-givin- g
at this season, and
what have St. Nicholas or Santa Claus
the yule log,- the Christmas turkey,
etc., to do with observing the birthday
of the- Saviour?
' We must answer that a large part
of our present-da- y
Christmas festiv
ities and rites are of pagan origin. December 21 is the winter solstice, when
the sun turns back toward the north
and the astronomical new year begins.
The ancients celebrated this season as
the beginning of another year and
adopted sacred customs in .recognt
tion of the reawakening powers of nature; or in other words, the annual rebirth of life. Sprigs of evergreen,
symbolic of everlasting life, were
placed in the temples and around the
home attars; feasts were held as tri
butes to the gods; gifts were laid on
the altars, and later exchanged with
friends; in the far north of Europe
which would burn
the big yule-loa week, was set afire with great cere
mony, and as the period was one in
which little work could be done out
side, it became one for family reun
ions and general festivity and rejoic
-

;

Rtibber Co.

Lrinley

Successors to the Roswef Tire tad Rubber

C.

OFFICE AND SHOP AT THK

ROSWELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
Tta

Only Vulcanizing'

Plant In the Pecos Valley

as-th-

The Best Work Done on Short Notice
At The Lowest Prices.
The Patronage

of Autoists Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Correspondence from Various Towns In the Valley Is Requested

e

-

THE ELK RESTAURANT
LOCATED IN THE BEAR OF THE

ELK SALOON

Harry Wilson, Prop.
The only eating house in Roswell that has a Union Cook
MERCHANTS

LUNCH,

from 11:30 till 2:00 p. m.

,

25c.

g,

SPECIALTY OP COOKING

Domestic Fowls and Wild Game to Order

ing.

What more natural than that this

most fitting festival should have grad
ually come to be accepted by - the
Christians and merged with their

T. M. RABB

Christmas? Christ's nativity repres
ented in a new and broader sense the
rebirth of life everlasting, and the
green decorations and
and
rejoicing all fell in appropriately with
the idea. The holly was regarded as
specially significant of Christmas,
it was a species of holly called to
this day in some parts of Europe the
"Christ's thorn" which was used to
make the crown of thorns which was
pressed down on the brow" of Jesus.
The red berries which appeared on
the holly at this season typified
Christ's blood.
But all this does not explain how
St. Nicholas and Santa Claus and the
hanging up of stockings on Christ
mas eve are connected with Christmas,
engrafted onto the Christmas festival,
without having originally had anything to lo with it. St. Nicholas was
the childi en's patron saint, and his
day was December 6. On the eve of
his day It was the custom for parents
to place little presents in the shoes
and stockings of good children. Sometimes a boy dressed up fantastically
went about on the eve of St. Nicholas
to see which of the children were deserving of gifts and this custom is
still observed on the continent of Europe. The German form of name for
St. Nicholas is Sahkt NIkolaus, which
gift-giving- ,"

WOOD& IRON WORK CAREFULLY DONE

Rubber Tire Work' One of My Specialties

Carry GOODYEAR and FIRESTONE Rubber
;.Tires in Stock. Best Rubber on the Market.

Christmas and New Year Greeting to All of My
Friends and Customers.
And a

Prosperous and Happy 1909 to One and

AO

Try a Record Want Ad.
.'2
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That we will deliver to your house, filled with goodies for the Xmas Dinner will be
The Boot Ever
A fresh shipment of Fresh Nuts, Candies, Fruits,
Vegetables, Etc., just received and this comprises an
assortment of High Class Goods that will please the
Llost Fastidious and by making a selection from them
you yill be enabled to make your Xmas Dinner a
,
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name is Kriss- Kringle. But Santa, or
Kriss, really has nothing whatever to
do with Christmas. Only,' Bince his
was so near Christmas, in
many countries the two festivals have
been made Into one. So also in some
countries the - Christmas festivities
were continued for days and even
weeks after ' Christmas sometimes
till Candlemas, February 2, and in
other places till Twelfth Night, or
January 6. This period was often de
voted to. games and pranks of all
sorts, and Shakespeare's comedy of
"Twelfth Night" deals with doings of
this kind. The Pathfinder.
?
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BATTLE

Are You Reaily For Christmco?

HOW HE FEEL8 WHEN IN THE MIDST
OF A FIERCE ONSLAUGHT.

Writer of Horse' Stories Describes
the Experiences of an Arab Cliar.
arer la ke Baki of Stuart 'a
GaUt. to Battle.

A
'

Cmw-lrr-T-

ke

Probably no one will ever know Just

low a horse feels when going into

bat-

There' is no way of finding out
So it is likely that no one will dispute
the correctness of the description whtcli
Sewell Ford gives in "Horses Nine,"
published by.Scribners.
The horse in question is Pasha, a
half blood Arab hunter that has beea
pressed into Service in Stuart's Black
Horse cavalry. The story runs:
Early the next morning Pasha ' wai
awakened by the distant growl of
heavy guns. . By daylight he was oo
the move, thousands of other horsei
with him. Nearer and nearer they
rode to the place where the guns wera
growling.
Sometimes they were oo
roads, sometimes they crossed fields:
and again they plunged into the. woods
where the low branches struck one's
yes and scratched one's flanks. At
last they broke clear, of the trees to
come suddenly upou such a scene as
Pasha had never before witnessed.
Far across the open field he could
see troop on troop of horses coming to
ward him. . They seemed to be pour
ing over the crest of a low hill, as II
driven onward by some unseen force
behind. Instantly Pasha heard, rising
from the throats of thousands of riders on either side and behind him, that
fierce, wild yell which he bad come to
know meant the approach of trouble.
High and shrill, and menacing it rang
as it was taken up and repeated by
those in the rear. Next the bugles began to sound, and in quick obedience
the horses formed in line just on the
edge of the woods, a line which stretch
ed and stretched on either flank until
ae could hardly see where it ended.
From the distant line came no an
swering cry, but Pasha could hear the
bugles blowing, and he could see the
fronts massing. Then came the order
to charge a a gallop. This set Pasba
to tugging eagerly at the bit. but for
what reason he did not know. He
knew only that he was part of a great
and solid line of men and horses sweeping furiously across a field toward tbat
other line which he had seen pouring
over the hill crest.
He could scarcely see at all now.
The thousands of hoofs had raiswl
Cloud of dust that not only euvIoped
the on. rushing line, but rolled before
It. Nor could Pasba .hear auytbine
Save the thunderous th.id of man;
feet. Even the shrieking of tbe shells
was drowned. But for tbe restraining
bit Pasha would have leaped forward
and cleared the line. Never had he
been so stirred. Tbe inherited mem
ory of countless desert raids made by
his Arab ancestors was doing Its
work. For what seemed a long time
this continued, and then in tbe midst
of the blind and frenzied race there
'loomed out of the thick air. as if It had
appeared by magic, the opposing line.
Pasha caught a glimpse of something
which seemed like a heaving wall of
tossing heads and of foam whitened
necks and shoulders. Here and there
gleamed red, distended nostrils and
straining eyes. Bending above was an
other wall a wall of dusty blue coats.
of grim faces and of dust powdered
hats. Bristling above all was a threat
ening crest of waving blades.
What would happen when tbe lines
met? Almost before the query was
thought there came the answer. With
an earth jarring crash they came to
gether. The lines wavered back from
the shock of impact, and then tbe
wholfe struggle appeared to Pasha to
center about him. Of course this was
not so. But it was a fact that the most
conspicuous figure in either line had
been that of the ream white charger
In the very center of tbe Black Horn
regiment.
tle.

The BIG STORE was never so well prepared to help Christmas shoppers.
In our great stock will be found something to suit every taste and every purse.
It is our constant effort to make our store a store for all the people, and this
year we've succeeded far better than ever before, and we submit our: stock of
Xmas goods with entire confidence that we have the finest line ever shown in
"
the Pecos Valley.
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AMERICAN BOOKS.

exports Continue to Increase
la
'
'
.,.
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Spite or the Tariff.

Many have wondered why the free
trade papers of tbe last few weeks
contained , so many , protests against
the tariff oa books, "a duty on that
Intellectual commerce which most Intelligent men would like to see as free
as practicable." The following figures
show great cause for free trade alarm:
Our exports of books, etc., in 1899 were
valued at $2,700,000, and for last year
they were $4,304,000. ; On the other
hand, the value of oar imports for
1899 was less than $1,500,000 and for
1902 $1,750,000.
In other words, our
Imports increased by about 17 per cent
and our exports by nearly 150 per cent
or, while in 1899 our exports were, not
twice our Imports, they are now more
two and a half times our Imports,
than
;
Whether tbe book trust, that some
of our larger retail stores have tried to
break, is as a trust guilty of selling
books to foreigners cheaper than to
Americans we do not know personally,
and they advertise, too much to allow
our 'free trade contemporaries to teli
a, but we do' know that any one can
buy a Harper's or other 35 cent maga-stn- e
in London for IS cents, "a shilling
(the standard price), with threepemcr
-
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IF YOU WANT PRACTICAL

GIFTS COME

TO THIS STORE

The useful practical gifts, are most appreciated, and these are the .kind we
have, you will find them all over our store. Our men's section nevr before
contained such an immense variety of useful gifts come to us andj we will
very easily solve your Christmas gift troubles.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTHAS

Joyce - Praifr
BOSWELL'S

any further protection: that all of this
labor and profit goes solely to the publisher. It is Interesting in this connection to see that the New York Times,
which objected a few weeks since to
protection that it raised the price of
raw materials and lowered the price
of finished products, thus injuring the
manufacturers, assigns our success in
exporting books "to the lower price of
paper in the United States" as well as
to the more economical processes of
manufacture.
And this lower price of
paper in the United States is in spite
of a grinding duty on paper and paper
stock, the Import of which most In
telligent men would like to see as free
as practicable, though they know that
paper is now sold at a less price per
pound than the profit gained by paper
makers In free trade times.

CoinropairD

GREATEST STORE

important, there you have the fellow
who really enjoys his own society.
Schoolmaster.

Finnish Grammar.

Finnish grammar is of a difflcultj
absolutely repulsive. None of the other languages of the same group is hall
so hard. Hungarian nay. even Turk
ish, despite the vexatious initial impediment of the Arabic alphabet U
easy in comparison. The syntax is at
once provokiugly elaborate and
obscure. It possesses fifteen
distinct cases and four and twentj
differentiated inflnitive forms; but, or
the other hand, there is no real distinction between nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, infinitives and participles, so that the student must not
be startled by finding infinitives regu
Iarly declined like nouns, and nouns
BUT ONE "IDEA" IN IOWA. taking upon them degrees of comparl
son like adjectives.
The Muscatine Journal, referring to
the debate on among Iowa RepublicSpaniels.
ans, repeats that "this Republican pink
Spaniels, of which there are many
tea Is a family discussion" and "never breeds,
are supposed to have first com
was and never will be a family quar- from Spain,
from which circumstance
rel."
is derived their distinctive
name.
"Thunderstorms," observes1 the Bur- Charles I. was an ardent admirer of a
lington Hawkeye, "are good things to small variety of this animal, and from
clear the atmosphere. Possibly tbe political one which has recently passed
In Iowa means conservative and harmonious action at the next Republican
state convention."
The Oskaloosa Herald says that the
enemy may be able to see various
kinds of Republicans in Iowa at tbe
present time and imagine great comfort thereby, but when all the different
sorts get to the state convention they
will all be "one idea" a Republican
platform and ticket and a Republican
victory at the polls. "Iowa Republicans are an independent and thinking
lot," continues the Herald. "Each has
his own say, fights for his own ideas
and carries the battle to the bitter end
the convention and there he acquiesces in the wisdom of the majority and goes out to meet the enemy
with vim and vigor."
In spite of all the talk tbat has been
going on about the tariff planks in
last year's platform the Des Moines
Register and Leader asserts that
"there is no great difference among
Iowa Republicans as to the tariff" and
that "there will be no difficulty at the
coming state convention in agreeing
upon a platform tbat will satisfactori
the views of Iowa to the
nation."

MUSINGS.
Wit that wounds is the cruel surgery
of speech.
Heaven help the man whose" friends
are all enemies.
If you must refuse a favor, iearn the"
art of being polite about it.
The money that makes one mare go
often makes tbe other mare stop.
You have not lost your fortune as
long as you have not lost your life.
Make chums of your wife and chil
dren and know the whole charm of
home. There is no such thing as ease within
the belief of men aud women whose
hearts are unselfish.
lien of small minds are slow to see
la any man more than they are capable
f seeing in themselves.
T n can bet your boots, my boy. your
you are about. To a
t i 1 s' " '
v
y """I.
; z l
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r
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that arose the designation of his pets,
known the world over as King Charles.
Blenheim or Marlborough spaniels,
which greatly resemble tbe latter la
form and general appearance, get theil

English name from Blenheim palace
In Oxfordshire, where the breed lull
been preserved since the beginning of
the eighteenth century.

Stamina Needed.
The one indispensable quality of sac
cess in these days of tremendous competition Is stamina. The young man
who lacks tbat will never get far. He
will soon be forced out of tbe race and
sidetracked. Those who have possessed it have conquered innumerable dtf.
acuities. Success.
TEXAS GIRL DIES AS
THE RESULT OP BURNS
Waco, Texas, Dec. 22. Roxana Lee,
a four year old girl Is dead as the result of burns received while running
in front of a fire while her mother
was out in the yard.
Alfalfa pasture, '900 acres, with
stacks to run to. Oasis Ranch, tf
'

that strikes terror to the
of parents more than to be awakened in
by the ringing cough which accompanies
an attack of croup. The child may retire with
nothing but a slight cold and a few hours later the f imi!y
oe aroused Dy tne ominous symptoms, every homewnere
there are small children should be prepared for the tfSssudU
den attacks, as prompt treatment is necessary.
experiment with remedies of doubtful value, budget

THERE'

IS NOTHING

i
i

1

COUGH

- KEMiiSir

that has been in use for nearly forty yearsx and never known
,
to fafl.
Mr. Homer Krohn, of Lisbon,
Iowa, in a letter to the manufacturers of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy praises this medicine for
what it has done for his children.
He says: "It has not only saved
them once but many a time. Only
two weeks ago my boy had the
croup so bad in the night that bad
it not been for having a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in
the house he would have choked
before a doctor could have gotten
to the bouse. It is a medicine that
no one should be without at any
time." It ia pleasant to take and
many children like it.

"We guarantee every bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
says W. M. Parish, Palmerston,
Ontario. "Out of the many bottles
sold last winter not one was returned. We recommend it especially for children with aw j.,r
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ia
famous for its prompt cor of
coughs, colds and croup. V - en
given as soon as the child beco es
hoarse an attack of croup my be
averted. This medicine is tnui 'y
free from narcotics or injurious of any kind and may be
given to the little ones with abso
lute safety.

Attacks of crotp are moet V V t occr
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PRESCRIPTIONS ACCU RATELY AND
PRCniPTLY FILLED ON SHORT NOTICE

PAPER, PAINTS

VALL

17E PA1I1T AND

150 to 250 feet thick and includes
several beds of coal. Ia the vicinity
off Raton it may be. 20 to W .feet thick
in. some places and. contains the Haft:
on coal the roost important coal bed.
in .the field; In other places, however.
it has been eroded away, allowing
the younger geologic formations to res1
upon the Trinidad sandstone. In other
words, after the sediments that contain the Raton eoal "were deposited
they were exposed to erosion nd In
gard to the area under investigation, some places. were entirely., removed.
the substance of which is given below. This maybe seen near th Van. Hoot-emine, where conglomerate rests
Geology of the Field.
ditectJy
tipon 19 "feet of ooal, while a
The field work done shows that the quarter of
to the south this con
oldest geologic formation exposed at glomerate rest directly
upon the Trin
darkthe surface near Raton is the
of
recognition
sandstone.
The
idad
colored rock on which the town is
intearva! off erosion .ia. sot great
built, a formation known to geologists this
to the coal 'miner, for it
as 'the Pierre shale. The dark color of importance
explains why "the, coal is absent in
this shale has led some people to certain places where
ft might natur
search for coal in it, but it contains ally :be expected to 'occur.
no coal, though there are local indica
In many .places along .the outcrop of
tions that it may contain oil. Above
the
formation Is a. dethe Pienre shale is a white,
sandstone, the rock seen In thto posit of conglomerate sandstone or
cliff at Goat Hill, Raton. This is known "pudding stone" that varies in thick
as the Trinidad sandstone, and tho' ness from a few feet to several hundin some places it includes layers of red feet. The lower pant of this- con
carbonaceous shale with thin beds glomerate. Including pebbles 6 Inches
of coal, it is not to be regarded as a In diameter, grades upward Sato finer
formation. To the coal material and finally to shales and
prospector, however, It Is of the great sandstones that contain beds of coal
est value as a reference horizon, as scarcely less valuable than the lower
it Immediately underlies the real coal or Raton Ooal.
bearing formation throughout the Rat" Coal Changed to Coke and Graphite.
During some period of volcanic ac-on field. Its white color and the characteristic markings locally known as ttfvlty after the coal beds had been
petrified corncobs make it easily rec- formed igneous
rock was intruded
ognized. The corncobs are supposed Into the beds. In some places this
took the 'form of dikes, such as the
to be impressions of seaweeds.
wall" at Raton; In other places
"stone
Rocks.
Above the Trinidad sandstone is a it formed Intrusive sheets thrust in
formation,' which varies between the beds. Where a compara?
considerably in thickness in different tlvely smair amount of this melted
parts of the fleW. Near the mountains rock came in contact with the coal

ever, that most. If not all, the coal of
this field, is high grafts bituminous
'
and of coking quality.
Geologists Assigned to the Work.
The geological field Work In the
Raton region has- - been In charge of
Willis T. Lee, who has been assisted
by Charles S. Blair and Albert ' I
Beekly. On his return to Washington,
where lie will spend the winter pre
paring his report, Mr. Lee made for
publication a brief statement in re

it is
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Stock Everything that a Well Regulated
We highly appreciate
DrogSfuJ Should Have.
the past and trust by
public
in
of
the
the patronage
the saD courteous treatment and having what the
public wants that we will merit this same patronage
intb5Caing Jfew Tear of 1909. - - - - -
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JOHN SHAW. Pres.

GOOD CHEER

Prices Reasonable and all Work Guaranteed. Phone

127

BOILER MAKER

gation and classification now being
carried cn iry the United States Geological Surrey. is. part of the duty of
the federal geologists Is to determine
such withdrawn land and to determine
whether it is coal land, or
land. In the performance of tola duty
tie geologist examine many tracts
owned
ttlviduala. He 1 sin no
case a det; Uv mod is not. in fact,
ecncern2 .'.jut the ownership of the
JrsiA, nor Sa he care whether the
tlJe is dor or clouded. In actual
I cu be seldom Knows who owns
i e, particular plat of ground. His busl- It
is I to determlne the "geological
V- ntE'Jona of 'tio area nnder survey
1 to mse
the results of his
miont rrence to the use that
non-co-

tr

"e

i

'

r";

'

Jtzm examined.
a- party of
baa been
ti

j) r trttvBoomer

is the man
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regulation. Pri

eVrulpmeut

Hardware Stores.
IROSWHLLi HARDWARE)

CO.

Wnole!

Ready-to-we-

Apparel.

ar

sale

and retail hardware, pipe,
pumps, gasoline
onginws. fencing, TH1 MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
INDEPENDENT HARDWARE CO.
for men, women aad children. MilWholesale
and
everytnlmgls
retail
Contracting
'Engineering
hardware, tinware, water supply linery a specialty.
RIRiE & klTSSENDKN
117 W. 2d goods, buggies, wagons, implements
St, "phone 464. Land surveying and and plumbing.
House Furnishers.
'
mapping,
concrete
foundations
& Dunn. jurniture,
Hills
' earth-wor- k
stovs3,
sidewalks.
and .general
ranges, matting, quilts; Everything
Advertising.
contracting.
need to fit up your house. New an"
The successful Business Man Is 'ou
second-han100 N. Main. Phone 69.
Ian Advertising Man. Let the peoplej
Department Stores.
you
Know what
have to selL
JAFFA, PBAGXR
CO. Dry spods,
vate bowling and box boll room for
ladies. kJeo. B- JeWett, Prop.
-

d.

"Drugstores.
BOSWIUi "DRUG ' JBWHLRT
Oldest drug store in Roeweil.
things

Tailors.

Jewelry Stores.

Lumber Yards.

PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
K. C. DYB WORKS
Alterations and Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, c
'
repairs. Cleanlig and pressing.' J. ment, paints, varnish and glass.
H. 'AngelV 'phone 617. 123 W. 2d. ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
v
all kinds of building materials and
Furniture Stores.
--

paint.
rUHfflTOIUB ' CO.
The
See us for
KEMP LUMBER CO.
swelleet 'line of furniture in
Hign quauues and low prices. Standard Apple Boxes.

DILLBY

-

Let them figure with you
on the material

that

for-som-

you

e

--

will need for that new house

People woo read the Daily
Record subscribe and pay for
it, and have money to buy the
goods advertised in the paper.

Ros-wel- L

mo shall have been equipped, the last
named station being regarded As of
the first military importance and as a
natural strategic base.
It is deemed highly desirable to acquire by purchase or to construct a
dock in San Francisco Harbor. With
the acquisition' of such a dock, and the
bringing up to high efficiency tot the
yards at Bremerton and Mare Island,
another navy yard on the Pacific coast
time
will not be necessary
to come.
The Navy Department being a' large
business organization, Mr.- Metcalf
suggests 'rearrangements of the duties
of any bureau are exceedingly dtflicult
and complex, 'and necessarily 3restB
with Congress; but those who speak
of the millions unueceSsaTry spent annually by the lack of economical ad
ministration-do-no- t
realize that a com
paratively small percentage of the annual budget goes for repair and main
tenance of the materiel of the fleet.
The greater 'part is expended for the
pay and provisioning of the Navy and
Marine Corps, ammunition, fuel, and
expenditures on account of increase of
the Navy. ' So far as the last named
item, the department has long been
an exceedingly economical purchaser,
the contract price of our latest battle
ships being hardly more than the act-

New Year.

mineral deposits in the vicinity of
Raton. An area 15 miles wide, extending from Johnsons Mesa westward to
the mountains, has been examined
for coal deposits, and the work will
later be extended osr the remaining
part of this coal field.
Maps Prepared.
As a preliminary to the making of
a geologic map showing the location
and extent of the- coal beds and the
depths at which they lie beneath the
surface, the Survey is making a topographic base map of the area near
Raton, where the exploitation of the
coal by the mines has been the greatest.' Another map, showing the area
formation,
extent of the
is also being prepared, 'covering the
area between Raton and the Rocky
Mountains.
Quality of the CoaUThe coal beds have been studied
geologically in order to ascertain the
quantity of ooal available, and chemical ' analyses of samples, that have
been collected will show its character and Quality. It can be stated, how- -

Undertakers.

U B. BOELLJOER.
besv
Roswell's
Jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand DILLBY & SON. Undertakers. PriCO.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
painted CSilna, diamonds, etc.
AL
OLLERY FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
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a merry Christmas and happy
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LON HOLLAND
General Blacksmith Work
DONE IN THL BEST POSSIBLE MANNER
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Is to Refund Your Money If Not Satisfied.

1

you are going to build next

year.

An mspection of the

stock and yards is invited.
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Mgr.

A. Coitingham,

HORSESHOEING by Experts
tbe Share of the Public Patronage
That Has Been Accorded Me in the Past is
Respectfully Solicited for the Coming Year

A Continuance of

207 EAST 2nd; STREET

ual cost of labor and material and in- - j
expenses, and very consid- erably below the limit fixed by Con- - '
gress. The Secretary says also that
it would be difficult to find in any large

-

manufacturing establishment, or other

industrial organization, greater
dination than exists among the heads
of the great bureaus and offices of the
Navy Department.
coor-cident-

Legal blanks at Record Office.

it changed "the

V
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r

mate a ores

i

v

and plated silverware.

ment extends best wishes for

at work investigating the valuable

coal-bearin-

.
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Building Material Establish-

New Mexico

GOVERNMENT GEOLOGISTS
IN NEW MEXICO LAND
About two years ago all the public
land In New Mexico supposed to contain coal waa withdrawn rrom entry
by the President, pending an investi-

-
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THE BEST WISHES OF THIS FIRS GOES ODT
TO ilL, THAT NEXT YEAR WILL BE THE
BEST ONE THEY EVER HAD, AND THAT
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Ilarrisss and Saddles Kept in Stock and Made to Order

III

coal to coke, but where
a large amount was injected the great-er heat transformed the coal Into
graphite. This
transformation was
effected over an 'area of several hundred acres In Red River Valley.

l.t::3 cf the latest Improved Machine for Harness and Saddle
fOWER USED IS ELECTRICAL

Work

el Leather Novelties to be Found in New Mexico,
it Leather Goods made to Order.
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RECORD, GALLEY SEYES, .
As ' the ' officer in command of the
American fleet now in the Far Bast
al
only,
holds the rank of
-

a

Three Good Resolutions For 1909
fclDg

-

Ks:3 Wcrk In
is as important aa hand work.
When you call us in to fix your
pipes we not" alone repair the
damage, but figure out how to
prevent the 'same trouble from
happening again.

rear-admir-

he is in a position of subordination to
foreign naval officers. This is true
Because foreign power have, on Important naval stations, representatives
pf the rank of
' The Secretary- urges that the navy
should, without delay, be provided with'
two vice admirals.
May Look Like
"
It ia desirable, the Secretary states,
to lengthen the dry. dock authorized putting ourselves out of busi
by Congress to bo constructed at Pearl ness, but it isn't. ' We figure that
Harbor. Hawaii, from 850 to 1,140 feet, there
always be plenty of
to njtiyr It capable of accomsaodating
work'
for honest plumbers
bobest
-o
t
tctia."
rr r s T.rsels-c'
-I ;u c
us once, w bel:3 ve
r- loj
r
"i
t
t
ir
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vice-admir- al.

BE IT RESOLVED,
THAT IN THE COMING YE4R OF 1909,
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COOK WITH GAS
USE CRYSTAL ICE
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Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Schneider, of
Axtesia, arrived this morning: to spend
f several days with Mr. and Mrs. Jim
,
Lynch.

I

Cc.p:ny of

Ecstcrn Fkilvsy

xiid3

Holiday Excursions

SOLE AGENTS

" For HIS Xmas, a pair of Stlne'
shoes.

To points in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Missi ,
issippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Kansas City and St. Louis Mo., tickets on dale Dec. 19, 20
and 21, limit for return Jan. 17.
To points in Louisiana tickets on sale Dec. 22, 23, ....
t
24; 25, 30 and 31 and Jan. 1, limit Jim. 5.
,
To Texas points and local points, tickets on sale Dec."
18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 2G, 31 and Jan. 1, limit Jan. 5.

L

RICHELIEU

'

.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Edwards have
arrived from Albia, la., for an extend
ed visit. Mr. Edwards operates a big
flouring mill at Albia.
--

Extra selected canned
Fruits. Richelieu Teas

,

Coffees, Spices.

'

Richelieu Pure Foods

If you know of any family that is

Capt. John W. Ne left this morn
Ing for El Paso, to attend the funeral
of the late Prank Calfee, which will
be held there sometime tomorrow.

TRY US

OUR GRADES ARE THE BEST
AND OUR

Prices Consistent With the Quality of

Kemp Lumber Co.

en. Alameda

Co.

AUTO TO HIRE. 8EE CRUSE. 91tf

52t3

Candies and Nuts
Fancy mixed candy for
Xmas trees and church
affairs.
Candy per lb

12 c
Fresh sound mixed nuts
in quantities, 10 lbs. or
20c
over, per lb
l-2-

".

i

lC-lm- o.

the renowned
akin and hair specialist of the
Southwest, states that her cele-

brated Velvet Skin Cleansing
Lotion can be found in Roswell
at the Toiled Shop of MRS. J.
G. BOGAR, 206 W. 4th Street.
Send for free booklet on "Sao
oesrfal Treatment of the Skin"
--

0 Ps

Texas.

209

Ramom Bid.

English

WANTED
I

Clean cotton rags

WANTED:

Record
.

.

at the

x x

it

f

Oranges

Ipplis

'

Guaranteed Sound
Walnuts Brazils Chesnuts
Filberts, Almonds 25c lb.
40c lb.
Jumbo Pecans
Average Pecans.... 25c lb.

53t6
S. Mo.
WANTED: Dishwasher
at the El
,62t3
Capitan Hotel.
WANTED: To rent; 2 rooms close
in for light housekeeping.' Inquire
112

,

at Record.

.

-

-

62t2

:

Fruit Cake

tirr;i:ats

Seedless raisins pkg.l 5c
Seeded raisins pkc..12c
Cleaned currants
12c
Shelled Jordon Almonds,
...75c
lb.....
Citron, orange and lemon
peel, lb....
40c
Dark molasses, qt......l5c
7c
Dark sugar, lb
Candied pine apple and
cherries, lb.........wi.-.65Dehesia Cluster raisins,
25c
lb

Fruit
1 lb.
5 lb.

Most Complete Line in the City
Agency Gunthers' Bon Bons

&

Cakes-Eng-

lish

..40c
Cartoon
tin, decorated f 1:75

Chocolates
Imported

Domestic

;

Cheese
.....50c
Gunther's bulk Candies, per lb
,
75c
Gunther's , 1 and 2 lb. boxes, lb
Gunther's beautiful holiday baskets.. .f 2.00 to $5.00
lb. 15, 20, 25c
Large and varied assortments in
.
65c
Crystalized Pineapple and Cherries lb
Also the new confection Chocolate foam (fine)
10c and 25c
package...

bk

,

A complete line
i

Pine apple each 75c-9- 0c
Imported Swiss, lb.....40c
Roquefort, jar......4.'.i.20c
15c-3- 0c
Imperial, iar
Royal Luncheon, jar..l5c
Bismarck Brick, lb 30c4
Holland Edam each f 1.25
Neufchatel 10c, 3 for 25c
;

Empire fresh swiss
Limberger brick
Full Cream, lb

And to decorate your homes
we offer beautiful Alabama
Holly Wreaths (freshly cut) at

15c
30c
25c

I-

J

Queen Olives
in bulk, large, and of i

flavor
per quart.
per gallon.

!

WANTED:

WE HAVE LOTS OF LOTS

Heinz

40c
bottle..
Sour Midgets, 10 oz.
40c
bottle
mixed
and
plain
Sour
10 oz'. bottle...'.....40c
Sweet plain and mixed, 10 oz bottle...40c
Sweet mangoes bottle 40c
Sweet bulk pickles qt 25c
Sour bulk pickles qt 1 5c

:

i

moot desirable properties.

Pickles

Only 50c

PM:Sp

Sweet Midgets, 10 oz

.

53t2

plenty shade,
LOST.
...
some trait trees, side walks, within 2 blocks of central school. Bargain.
water-r- artesian
corner,
on
house
lot
small
In,
lota,
close
JTo. E3. 4
nld
LOST:
set
Gold
'ting
pearls.
Re
with
t, aJe walk complete. This propei ty is fiJO per lot cheaper than turn to Record and receive reward.
. r ltM aa well located.
See us at onoa.
boose on South Mo. Ave . , nice lot, good location, water, bin
li.fi.f- -r S room
s lawn. Must sell, see ua.
LOST: $5.00 lap robe, yellow on 1
2 lota, north east corner front, plan-t-' 5 r 1
C" "3 rood, 6 room house,
side and black on other, from Star
special
bargain.
a
J,
at
cltarn.
Livery. Return to Record Office. t2
PHONE 21 O. 9 1
L"3T: Brown pocket book contaln- water-righ-

One box fancy - oranges'
special reduded price
One box red vXmas; apples...!.. ;.....,:.:.fi!25

c

Fresh Nuts

J.

Kioe 4 room house, well located, artesian

35c
90c

r i

At once, cheap gentle
VSnMBB
horse and surrey. Roswell Land
Co.
S2tl
is the man who acquires real estate on which to duM a home,
iBoy
apprentice'
WANTED:
between
make a present of a house and lot to yourself this Christmas.
the ages of 145 and 18 years, to
Santa Claus could not bring you anything more valuable
A. Frei den- learn barber trade.-M"
-- '
bloom.
63tf.
WANTBD: A white woman to cook
and do general housework, of a girl
now than to
for sale in improved localities and the prices are lowersome
assist In housework and take
of
our
you
they will be a few months hence. Let us show
care of baby. Apply at 110 N. Lea.
You will surely wish to invest.
ITo. 84.

Pudding

3 lb. tin, each..

Office.

Its keep.

Well "Lamde'd"

Plum

1 lb. cin, each

WANTED: Girl for general house
51tf
work. 509 N. Penn.
Manager for branch of
WANTED:
fice we wish to locate here in Roswell. Address, The Morris Whole
sale House, Cincinnati, Ohio. 24t30
WANTED: To' buy horse and" two
Beaded rig or the use of a horse for

V

Richelieu

75c
Quarts ia glass....
5 lbs. in stone.. ... ..$1.25
10 lbs. in stone... .. 2.25
.15
Bulk, per lb

RENT: Room with board.
53t3
N. Penn.

FOR

,

Meat,

Mince

49U.2

Davidson.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialist. Glaaeaa Accurately
Office
fitted

1 Celery, stalk. .5c
Snow ball cauliflower lb.. 15c
Head lettuce, each ....... 10c

Fresh tomatoes, cal., lb. . .15c
15c
Egg plant, lb
Sweet and hot peppers lb 20c
05o
Eschallots, bunch
Parsley, bunch
5c
3c
Carrots, lb
Parsnips, lb
3c
20c
English Peas, lb
20c
Green String beans, lb
20c
Green Lima Beans lb
Mountain Cabbage, lb ... . 4c
6c
Beets blood red lb
5c
Oyster plant, bunch
3c
Turnips, purple top, lb
10c
Winter spinach, lb
5c
Winter radishes, bunch
25c
Horse radish root, lb
Peppermint, for juleps, bu 5c
Sweet Spanish onions lb. .10c

Xmas Candies

FOR KENT
5,011 RBNT:
2 Hsnt house keeping
49tf.
52t3
rooms. 405 N. Penn.
FOR RENT: 5 nicely furnished bed
rooms. 114 N. Richardson. Mrs.

Dp. Tinder

.

Extra No.

dates... 12c lb.
25c lb.
Stuffed dates
Smyrna figs, large
35c
glass
Smyrna figs, pkg r.25c
California figs, pkg.. ..10c
Hallo wee

We have an especially fine assort
ment of Bibles, all sizes, types and
rvrfroA IRa tinrfl anrl
m ityi At Pit.
ton.g

Malaga white grapes, lb . 30c
Seedless oranges, naval, doz.
20, 26, 30, 35, 40, 50 and 60c
Mexican Tangerines, doz 40c
California Tangerines doz 20c
Florida Pineapples, each.. 35c
California Grapefruit doz 1.29
Port Limon Bananas doz. 50c
Rassetc eating pears doz. 30c
California Strawberries bz 25c
Fancy highly colored apples,
5
all sizes, all varieties
2uc
Cranberries, qt.
Oocoannts, each . .
..10c

Persian Dates

s.

AILEEN BERG,

Fruits and Vegetables

1.25-2.2-

Smyrna Figs and

'

.

.

slippers. Stlne Shoe FOR SALE : Gent's ticket to Nash
40tf.
51t3
ville. Tenn'Box 374. City.

hand
W. W. Ogle left this morning for FOR SALE: 1 good second
piano, $75.00, worth $150.00. 107 N.
' Dick Gayle left this morning on his Clovis on telephone business.
5ot3
Penn. ave.
return' to Clovis.
Oscar Harbert went to his home FDR SALE: Good saddle and driv
near Riverside this morning to spend
CARVING
ing horse, cheap. See C. Wert Hea- ENTERPRISE
SETS
a few days.
52t2
ton at Price & Co.
HARDWARE CO.
o
FOR SALE:
A scholarship in Wool- If yon don't read the Dally Rec xd,
Frank Markl went to Riverside this
verton Business College. Good for
yon are not
Get In Una.
morning on telephone, business.
any course. $25.00 If taken at once..
30t4
Address W. B., care Record.
C. W. Greer, W. E. Wiseley and F.
Ideal Flat Iron Cleaner at the En'
Roswell corner prop
Crossan went to Acme this morning FOR SALE:
terprise Hardware Co., 23t3 erty at bargain. Apply to X at Recon a hunting trip.
34t5
ord office.
A. Lewis came up from Lake
au
Wyatt
jonnson.
Trees,
xinas.
FOR SALE: 40
cords cottonwood
this morning on a business visit.
stove wood. On place closo to Ros
only.
well. Wholesale
Bargain.
The nicest ever those felt slippers
Judge J. M. Dye, mayor of Carls53U.0
&
DeFreest,
Woodruff
40tf. bad, arrived this morning on legal bus
for baby. Stlne Shoe Co.
Agcnti
iness.
in- furniture,
FOR SALE: Household
S. W. Holder arrived this morning
eluding one very ,nice sideboard, al
from Lake Arthur.
A splendid line of Manicure, Trav
so dresser and a fine leather couch.
eling and Toilet Sets. Kvarythlng the
China.
Plckard's hand painted
Also fine rugs and bedstead. No
best quality and the price is right. At
Harry Morrison.
47tf Paton's.
sickness. 103 N. Penn. ave. 47ft
49tf
FOR SALE: Standard bred white
J. D. Heara left this morning for
Miss Florence Reed arrived this Wyandotts. Hens $1., cocherels, $1.50
Bonham, Texas, for a Christmas
morning from Lake Arthur for a visit to $5. Special price on pens of six or
'
with Mrs. G. A. Davisson.
more. Single comb white Leghorn and
Wyandottee eggs, $2 for 15. Phone 353
Best Job Pnnnng, tiecora OtBce.
39tf
Ton 'will find the classiest line of
Hillcrest.
Leather Novelties In the land at Pay-ton'I. J. Ballard, of Lake Arthur, was FOR SALE: Turnips for stock feed,
49tf an arrival this morning to spend sevby the ton or hundred pounds. Tel.
eral days. visiting In Roswell.
53t4
199. H. J. Schwartz.

SPECIALTY SHOP.

OF

FOR SALE.
Gentlemens'

THE

THAI THEIR STOCK

The most exacting purchaser can find his or her every want from our mammoth stock of FOREIGN &
DOMESTIC PURE FOODS now ready for inspection
Your order, if placed with us, will be filled complete and with the utmost dispatch, as everything is
carried in stock, eliminating "buying out" which'
causes delays and overcharges.
Our store will be open each evening until Christmas and a cordial invitation is extended you to call
and inspect our extra selected stock.

"ids."

Classified

H. C. Miller left this 'morning for
Acme, from which place he will go
to his claim.

LOCAL NEWS.

Greenhouse.

Bakr .T
None - So Good.
.

IS NOW COMPLETE IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

Paper white Narcissus and fine Car
nations on short stems, 50c. per doz

Pbone35

The new Eoft Tvhe?.t
Flour for your Xraa3

w

Dr. and Mrs. J. Odd Hamilton r-nvea last night from Kenna for a
Christmas visit with friends in Ros
well.

Our Goods

All

ALCATl"CZC

i3

Holiday Table Delicacies

Candy, Candy, Candy, hundreds of
lbs. at Luff's Candy Kitchen, north
counter Payton Drug Store, fresh and
pure. Made right here in Roswell. We
want your Xmas trade. Prices are
right, from 15c. a lb. np.
Bltf

We'll Do The Rest

nun

The Pecos Valley's Representative Merchants

BEG TO ANNOUNCE

not able to have a nice roast for
Christmas, let ns know and we will
Bend it free of charge. Independent
Meat Co. Phone 94.
6U3

M. D. BURNS, Agent.

j

t,

--

German Dills, dozen 20c

No trouble to price goods,

lite clerks to serve you.

po--

Prompt and? efficient delivery.

4 oz.' bottles, each......4o'
10 oz. bottles queen..40c
16 oz. bottles queen. .65c
20 oz. bottles queen $ 1.00
24 oz. bottles queen f 1.65
Pi.T.:n!3- -

St-1-

fJ

;

C";:s

15c
4 oa. bottles, each
10 oz. bottles, queen..40c

"
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a bracelet. Sat. afternoon.
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to Kecord
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find

csCxva!o' Lump Coal
during our sale which closes at
the 24th.

6 p. m.

Company
cctvc!3 Gas
MAN"
"SWEET, THE
COAL

;

GOVERNMENT MAY INCAEA8E
CURRENCY WITH ElLVtfl

a rainy day.- the areatest

will

A

)

o.

.

.,

.
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Washington, Dec 22. Senator Tel
ler was not at Ua office today out
comfort and freedom,
there Is no doubt the letter made pubof bodily movement f
lic last night, addressed to Morton
Fr ewan, of England, attributed to the
Senator, Is genuine. In this letter Tel
ler seems to indicate plainly that tbe
Monetary Commission has under con
WATERPROOF
sideration, a plan to Issue circulation
.
OILED CLOTHINi Li I I
if the Govern
SLICKERSQO SUITS .P ;
l
n il notes secured by silver,
ment of India will cooperate. It was,
Every garment bearing
the sign of the fish
however, a mere personal expression
guarqriteed waterproof
of Teller's views and not Intended in
rree
catalog
any way to commit the Commission.
J rOWTR CO BOSTON II
I The opinion Is expressed that Teller
!
and Frewan have been in perfect ac
cord on the money Question for fif
To The Public
years, and maintained a corresWhen you want something real teen
pondence during that time. The letter
good for your Christmas Dinners, call is, therefore, only one of many on
the
at the old reliable Home Bakery. We same subject.
always have It on hand and don't consider anything" to good for you or anyChristmas packages of highest
grade
candy. Ingersoll Book, Stabody.
tionery ft Art co.
62ttf.
THE HOME BAKERY,
for

That is vhat you do, if you buy a
ton of the celebrated

m5
.A

ww w". w s." C'- w
-

FOR

Christmas Gifts
You can not make a mistake or be disappointed if
you select a piece of this
Elegant Cut Glass
as a Christmas Gift.

tit

ft

------

genuine.

out thia Trade

To Help th . Houaewlfe.
, The attention of thm housewives of
Ko swell Is called to the big grocery
adrertlsement of tihe store of Joyce
Prnit oov that can te found In this
Issue of the Record.) The cook or the
lady of the honee
wlU read and
study thla ad. can ttot help hot find
Just what they wantL to help make
.to Cartstmaa dinner a success. The
turkey la not an hat Is required. It
takes aD eBtde things to make a

tt

dinner that you will be proud of and
that your guests will not long forget.
This enterprising firm has also put
In a couple of exceedinyly attractive
Christmas windows In their grocery
department, one containing candies
and sweets and delicacies, and the
other is made up of many different
varieties of nuts and haskets filled
with assorted fruits of all kinds, .decorated in Holly.
one

LADIES

We know you are looking for nice things to give your husbands,
eons, brothers, and gentlemen friends and we know that we are showing the most exquisite line of Neckwear, Suspenders, Bath Robes,

bracking Jackets, Fancy Vests, Handkerchiefs, fluff lers, and
r,aany other useful and appropriate presents for men.

V

know that you are looking for just the right and proper
wife, mother, sister or sweetheart, we also realize that
.
m'
tr,4rr rvi3
' A ZTi-E"U"Y LXu lor a man to uuy an appropriate gixi. xui a
fr 3 thi3 we would suggest that you come to us and you can very
rid cf your trouble.
m

rr:

'

that you shop in the forenoon
the rush and jam that always comes
in the afternoon and evening.

:Id cuggest

2-z- A

EvcRinn Until 9 O'clock Until Christmas.

.
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The largest and best selected stock we have ever had. Come
D
Store Will Be Open Every Night Until Xmas,
ii
tii
Yours for a Merry Xmas
tii

il

tit
tit

i
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tii
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Only 3 Rlore Days Left
In which to buy your Christmas Rifts. Come to us we can
help you make your selections, for we
have to offer you the best stock of
elry, cut glass, hand painted china, silverware, Mexican drawn work and
many other articles too numerous to
mention, ever shown in Roswell. Come
in and see for yourself. We can show
tell you.
you better than h

blow-pip- e.

we-ca-

stance produced by melting together
lime and coke in the electric furnace.
It is not affected by any substance except water, and when brought in contact with water it gives off rapidly the

gas known as Acetylene.
The Bulletin on Calcium Carbide
and Acetylene can be had free by application, accompanied by six cents
postage, to the Department of Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State College,
State College, Pa.

Hot Shot

Prices

.

For Christmas Cash

Steel Roller Skates $1.65
a file will not disclose the point of
fracture. Bridge girders have been
Wooden Roller Skates 65c
cut with great rapidity, and it is
Wagons 20c to $2.50
Express
stated that this simple pencil of flame
promises a revolution in the methods
Small Range Stove 65c
of metal working establishments.
Washstand Dresser and Side
Another curious phase of the subboard 75c
ject is the fact that Calcium Carbide
at certain temperatures has the power Extra quality outing Flannef, II
of fixing the nitrogen of the air and
yards for $1.00
in this way will produce a fertilizer
Childrens Hose, 2 pairs 25c
called cyanamide, which is found equal
to the Chilian nitrates. Few people Special prices on Shoes to close
realize that fifteen million dollars
out stock before invoicing.
worth of Chilian nitrates have been
imported into this country and used
by the farmers here during the past

year.
Calcium Carbide is a rock like sub

Makin's Bargain Store.

Plumbing and Hardware
In reference to the above lines

Grow!

at $2 AS. Easy Terms.

WE HAVE IT
WE WILL GET IT
OR IT ISN'T MADE

DELAY

BOITT

Let Us Figure With You
r--- f.'

...
215
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OUR ADVICE IS

C

Q

Dilley Furniture Company

tit

SOUTH ROSUELL
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Chairs, ft
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That first shovel of dirt on the new railroad
grade thrown by Mayor Richardson marks the
beginning of a new period in Roswell's growth.
Property values will increase accordingly. So buy
'
,
your lot in j

i

s

(J

-

:

Watch Roswell

"

.-

Karpen Upholstered Furniture, including Couches, Davenports,
and Rockers.
tit
0
Also Rockers of all description in the house.
i
ti, We have something fine for you and expect to make the tie of friendtit
ship for the Dilley Furniture Company greater than ever.

ne
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&

ZINK, The Jeweler

While you can get them

-.
.-

iii
tit

teresting.
,
The use of Acetylene commercially
Is an evolution covering ten or twelve
years. Tbe rapid strides which the
new illuminant has made, especially
in country homes, is making it a for
midable competitor for favor wherever illumination is required.
The spectral analysis of the light
shows It to be a practical duplication
of sunlight, so that colors have their
true value when illuminated by this
brilliant gas. Recently the use of
Acetylene for the headlights of auto
mobiles, its adoption by the Govern
ment for beacon lights, lighthouses, many who have regarded Acetylene
forts and Indian schools, has given as dangerous. In dealing with this
Acetylene new Impetus.
phase of the subject. Professor Pond
Professor Pond has shown that the has given thorough information as to
dweller in the country house can se the safe use of Acetylene and the
cure this excellent Illuminant at a cost
which compares, to the advantage of precautions which must be taken with
Acetylene, with city gas when burned this substance, the same with any
in the open flame burner costing a other illuminant.
An Interesting phase of the subject
dollar per thousand cubic feet.
The Board of Engineers of the Na- is the remarkable use of what is
tional Board of Fire Underwriters known as the
have, after a year's examination of the By burning Acetylene In an atmossubject, declared that Acetylene, when phere of pure oxygen, the highest teminstalled with approved apparatus, is perature In chemistry is evolved, pracsafer than the Uluminants which it re- tically equalling the electric arc. A
places, and the National Board of Fire pencil of flame two or three Inches
Underwriters has revised its rules in long, and no larger than the barrel of
such a manner as to encourage Its a fountain pen. can be drawn across
more rapid introduction. . Calcium a piece of sheet metal and literally
Carbide, which has in some quarters melts the metal In two. The process
been regarded as a dangerous sub can be reversed and sheet metal, iron,
stance, has been Investigated and de brass, copper,' aluminum, and In fact
clared without hazard by the Fire Un- any of the ordinary metals can be litderwriters. These facts will come erally melted together and, curiously,
in the nature of a great surprise to the joint Is so perfectly formed that

Now
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CATHOLIC PRIEST IS AC
CUSED OFABOUCTION
iih i iii ni !! .tT.iTia.M.iiai mtl Bt4 ft
Gainesville,
Tex., Dec. 22. Father
A Not for Someone to (Track.
McKeogh, a Catholic priest here was
pork
Why do people who do not eat
as meat continue to use it in the form arrested last night on a warrant which
of lard? Lard is just as indigestible charged abduction. He was rak'gn to
as port. In a recent article on cook- Cleburne this morning by Sheriff
ing fats, Dr. Paige Emery, the eminent Whitsan, of Johnston county. Father
specialist, writes as follows :
"The healthful and economical solu- McKeogh was transferred here from
Is the Cleburne
fat problem purely
tion of the cooking Cottolene
three months ago. Miss Rois
use of Cottolene.
is easily assimisa Bachman, aged 19, of Cleburne,
a vegetable product,
lated, and aids digestion. Dietetic ex- was keeping
house here for him. The
that
periments have shown conclusively cookin
when a vegetable oil Is used fat,
is girl accompanied the sheriff and the
ing in preference to animal
it
more easily assimilated and yields far priest to Cleburne.
more nourishment to the body."
Cottolene is sold only in sealed pails,
of special design, which keep it sweet A BEVOLUTIOar IN METAL WORK.
and fresh indefinitely.
llfG ACETTLEXE.
A report and revision of Bulletin
No. 57 of the State Department of Agriculture of Pennsylvania has been
issued by the Department of Chemistry
of The Pennsylvania State College,
under the authorship 'of George Gil
bert Pond, Ph. D. The whole subject
of Calcium Carbide and Acetylene is
covered most thoroughly without the
use of technical language, and the
book contains complete and authori-tiv- e
information, so simply told that
the public generally will find the book
not only instructive but extremely in

We wish to make one more last appeal to those
who have not, as yet, bought the gift that they have
been expecting to ever since December, the gift
month, rolled around in making this appeal we wish
to say that we have, without a single exception, the
the largest and most Complete Stock of Holiday
Goods, that the' people of Roswell have ever had the
pleasure of making their Xmas Gift selection from.
This is a Store for Everybody and for All Purses.

-.
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STILL REMAINS QUIET
STAR LIVERY, FEED AND SALE
Boston,
22. Quietness still ob
Dec.
STABLE. PHONE 182. 117 E. 7TH
tains on the local wool market but
ST. R. B. JONES. PROP.
prices are firm, although slightly lower tendancy la noted in the poorer
Hawkes' Cut Glass. Harry '
grades. Local buyers state their bins
47tf
are cleaned up better than In any cor
responding period in several years.
Latest popular fiction $1.50.
The supply of domestic wool os so
Book, Stationery & Art Co. B2t4 small quotations are scarce. Staple
territory, however, sells on a scoured
Get baby a pair of moccasins Stine basis at 62 cts, and good clothing ter
40tf ritory 55 to 68 cts.
Shoe Co.

EVERYBODY'S
CHRISTMAS STORE

.nl

CV

Corner 1st. and Main St. THE BOSTON WOOL MARKET

Correct Legal

Mark on it is

Ko piece with-

v.-

tioned below at a discount of
20 PER CENT

M

Blanaa, Record office.
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From now until Xmas we will offer the articles men-
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CUT GLA5S
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Special Xmas Sale
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tlawkes' Celebrated
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